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Participate in a photo scavenger hunt from 10am-3pm today. Each photo has a certain point value. 
Students, you must be in the photo for it to count!  

The class with the most pictures submitted and most overall points wins!  
 
Each class can text their pictures to: 
Freshman: Mrs. Rinker (616) 560-6460 
Sophomores: Mr. Holtrop (630) 878-2043 
Juniors: Mrs. Klenke (248) 766-4606 
Seniors: Mr. Broman (630) 746-6049 
 
Red= 5 points per picture 
Blue = 10 points per picture 
Green = 20 points per picture 
Orange = 50 points per picture 
 
1. Picture with your pet 
2. A “Where is Waldo?” picture 
3. Build a house of cards 
4. Host your own cooking show 
5. Draw the front cover of your favorite Disney movie in chalk 
6. Create the ultimate fort and take us on a tour 
7. Construct a pirate hat out of paper and act as a pirate 
8. High five someone else 
9. Human pyramid 
10. “Twin” with someone you live with 
11. Duck-face selfie 
12. Weirdest/coolest coffee mug you have in your house 
13. Dress as a WA teacher 
14. Take a picture binge-watching your favorite TV show/movie 
15. Biggest transformation:  Messiest to cleanest room 
16. Make your own DIY Video 
17. Play a sport 
18. Film yourself playing a new sport you invented 
19. Snow angel in the grass 
20. Spa Day Picture 
21. Wear all the clothes in your closet (think: Joey Tribiani style) 
22. Make an ice cream sundae  
23. Create an Album Cover for a boy band 
24. Zoom call with a teacher 
25. Zoom call with just pets (need at least 2 pets in it) 
26. Something that begins with the letter “Z” 
27. Jumping picture 
28. Climb a tree 
29. Side-by-side comparison of you today vs. when you were little: dressed up in your favorite Halloween 

costume then and now 
30. Dress up as what you wanted to be when you were little  
31. Toilet paper wedding dress  
32. Decorate your front door with something that encourages the neighborhood  
33. Make a color wheel with stuff from your house  
34. Spell WA with people in your family 
35. Bob for fruit in your kitchen sink 


